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Introduction

Running your own business is an extremely exciting endeavor. An extremely exhausting, exiting endeavor. 

It requires you to wear many hats for awhile: the accountant, the manager, the drone, and what we’re here to 
help you with, the marketer. 

Marketing your business online can have a huge impact on your success.

The key is making sure you have a firm, secure grip on that marketing hat before you try to balance any others 
on top. 

This means asking yourself three questions before you begin. 
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You may want to say “everyone.” It’s tempting to believe that every person is a perfectly fitting prospect. 

And yes, a 15 year-old hockey fanatic from Vancouver might want a Desserts For Diabetics recipe book written 
in Italian. 

But chances are, targeting a different demographic will find more success. 

Answer these questions to start forming a description of your target audience member: 
• Which gender(s) are they?
• What age range do they fall into?
• Do they live in a certain region? 
• What’s their work (or class) schedule like?
• What is their income level?
• Where do they shop?
• How heavily do they use email or social networks?
• ...What else can you think to ask? 

Creating Several Audience Member Prototypes

You may have a few different “types” that regularly show up in your audience. Feel free to create secondary 
and even tertiary prototypes if you find this would be helpful.

Today is about asking these 3 essential questions. Afterward, it’s research time. 

Plenty of online marketing platforms release reports on how different demographics shop, read, share, 
consume and more. 

Reading about your audience from every angle will help you. For example, you may find that your particular 
audience scrolls through Pinterest constantly, never tweets, and shops almost exclusively online. This would 
suggest that it’s time to generate a coupon code for your shopping cart and schedule a few Pins. 

But before you can say for certain, you’ll need to ask...

HOW TO TARGET YOUR AUDIENCE ONLINE

1Who Is In Your Target Audience
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What EXACTLY Are You
Looking To Accomplish?

You’ve described your target audience. Now, what is it you need from them?

The obvious answer is “business.” But let’s get very specific in terms of what responses you want to your online 
marketing. 

You could be looking to:

• Make direct sales on a landing page
• Land long-term accounts
• Collect testimonials
• Raise awareness about your cause
• Recruit members to your group

...or possibly, something else. 

Whatever it is you’re looking to do, every bit of effort you put into online marketing should directly contribute to  your 
goals. 

As you move forward, it will be important to ask yourself questions like, “Is this going to strengthen or distract from my 
sales pitch?” “How often do I need to blog in order to demonstrate my expertise?” and “Would a 15%-off discount or a 
picture of a celebrity endorsing my product bring in more sales?”

Know exactly what you’re trying to accomplish, and you’ll know exactly which questions to ask. 

Now, on to question 3. 

2
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The first two questions were essential for marketing effectively. 

Stick it out and work through this third question, and you’ll take your marketing from effective to excellent.

How many charities exist to fight cancer? How many of them can you name? 

How many of them are named for the heartwarming story of a little girl and a nostalgic childhood summer 
staple? 

And can you name it? 

You see?

There are reasons why your prospects should purchase what you are offering. 

Some reasons relate to your prospect. Maybe John needs to buy a necklace for his wife, who likes gemstones, 
and he likes to shop online. 

Other reasons relate to your business. Perhaps you’re a gemologist with 30 years of jewelry-making 
experience and a dedicated team of craftsmen. 

And then you’ve got your unique factor. For example, you’ve traveled 4 continents mining gems, dirty hands 
and all. Or you have clients to dinner and take a detailed history before creating custom pieces. 

It can be hard to pinpoint exactly what makes you unique. You may need to shift your business slightly to give 
it that extra interesting edge, but it’s worth it. 

Show off your unique factor (along with your other reasons), and John will know you’re the one to buy the 
necklace from - and he’ll have a fun story to share when he gives it. 

3What Is Your ‘Unique Factor?’
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HERE’S HOW YOU’LL KNOW IF YOUR EFFORTS
ARE HELPING YOU REACH YOUR GOALS

You have a plan, you’re happy with it and you’re ready to put it in play. 

Congratulations! This is a good place to be. 

After a few months, it’s important to check that you’re still in a good place by measuring the effects of your 
marketing efforts. 

1. Watch your numbers. Check the hits to your web site, clicks on your emails, number of orders coming in 
through your PPC ads. 

2. Run a survey. Ask your audience - are they getting what they want? What else might you be able to 
provide? 

3. Sift through past efforts. Have event attendees been a wash in terms of sales? Did you gain business as well 
as followers from that Twitter Chat? What efforts are worth repeating? 

Save your answers to the questions posed in this guide. Use them as your own custom guide for marketing 
online, and with time, you’ll see them shift from a plan into a success story.  

That’s The “Before.”
Now Let’s Discuss the “After.” 
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What do leading sites such as Social Media Examiner, Copyblogger, Which Test Won, ProBlogger and Harvard Business 
Review all have in common?

They rely on AWeber for easy-to-use email and social media tools to cultivate relationships with their readers. Since 1998, 
AWeber has been the email engine powering the growth of organizations around the world.

Today, more than 120,000 small- and midsize-businesses, entrepreneurs, agencies and nonprofits are making the most of 
AWeber’s sophisticated segmentation and analytics capabilities, social media and testing applications, extensive template 
libraries, and industry-leading deliverability and live support.

For marketing advice, examples and inspiration, please join us here:

About AWeber

            Blog    Pinterest  Twitter            YouTube            Facebook           Webinars
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